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Abstract
Measuring player skill cannot be done by considering their historical success alone 
as the relative skill of their opponents must be considered along with confounding 
factors such as luck and circumstance. With a specifically designed game, every pos-
sible player action can be attributed a cost, the value by which a player reduces their 
maximum probability of winning. By considering the costs of the actions made by 
a player we can obtain a more accurate representation of how skilful they are. We 
developed such a game, the mobile game RPGLite, and compared the actions play-
ers made with the cost values we had calculated. Through this analysis we made sev-
eral observations about RPGLite which we share here to demonstrate the utility of 
action-costs for gameplay analysis. We show how they can be used to identify game 
states which players have difficulty making the best moves from, to measure how 
players learn over time and to compare the strengths and complexity of the charac-
ters of RPGLite. Commercial titles could benefit from similar tools—we discuss the 
feasibility of applying our approach to more complex games.

Keywords Gameplay analytics · Game design · Game balancing · Optimal play · 
Formal verification

1 Introduction

Traditionally player skill is measured by a ranking system such as the Elo rating 
system  (Elo 1978) or Microsoft’s TrueSkill  (Minka et  al. 2018). Some variations 
of these ranking systems encapsulate additional information from games beyond 
win/loss data, such as the margin of victory (Kovalchik 2020), the number of player 
kills (Ravari et al. 2017) or if the player is part of a group (DeLong and Srivastava 
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2012). Even then these are a compromised form of judging player skill, a better 
measure would be to consider every action a player makes and compare it to the 
best action they could have made in the same situation. This would not be possible 
for the majority of games where the variety of actions available and number of deci-
sions a player makes are too vast. We have developed the game RPGLite1 (Univer-
sity of Glasgow, 2020) as a game for which this is possible.

RPGLite was designed to be suitable for analysis whilst still offering players a 
challenging puzzle to solve. It is a two-player mobile game that operates through 
play-by-correspondence. Players take turns performing actions aiming to reduce 
their opponent’s characters’ health to 0. We calculate the cost of any action as the 
degree to which the acting player has reduced their optimal probability of winning. 
Consideration of the average cost of the actions performed by a player give an accu-
rate accounting of the extent to which the player has “solved” the game, i.e. how 
good they are. We believe this to be a good indicator of player skill.

With a simple game like RPGLite it is natural to assume that players will con-
verge upon an optimal strategy relatively quickly. One would expect players to make 
fewer mistakes in their 100th game than in their 1st, for example. However other 
experiments have generally failed to identify this behaviour  (Levitt et  al. 2010). 
Unlike in the games often studied, like card games or prisoner’s dilemma type 
games, optimal strategies in RPGLite are not mixed, the optimal action(s) to take are 
the same every time a state is visited. This is different to Poker for example where 
players are rewarded for acting unpredictably (Ponsen 2008). We use action-costs to 
study if players learnt to play RPGLite over time by seeing if their average action-
cost decreased as they made fewer mistakes and the mistakes they did make were 
less costly. We found that there were several players who actually got worse over 
time. We discuss possible causes for this.

Action-costs can be used in other forms of analysis beyond measuring player 
skill. They can also be used to inform judgements on any area where a game devel-
oper would benefit from knowing the frequency and extent of mistakes made. For 
example, we have used cost values to calculate the average error per action for char-
acters in RPGLite, which we can then compare to identify which characters are 
more complex to play (so may require further explanation to players). This informs 
decisions on game balancing as a character may be effective enough, but they are 
being played poorly due to a lack of clarity in their design. Furthermore we identify 
where players made mistakes consistently and analyse the misconceptions made in 
so doing to gain a greater insight into how the game is perceived by players. We pre-
sent our findings about RPGLite informed by action-costs as a demonstration of how 
other games could benefit from a similar form of analysis.

In this paper we first describe RPGLite in detail, the game, the configurations 
used and the mobile application developed for it. We then explain action-costs, the 
key contribution of this work, using example scenarios from RPGLite to describe 
how they are calculated. We then detail the gameplay analysis we performed on 

1 More information on the research RPGLite is part of and links to download the application itself can 
be found at http://rpgli te.app .

http://rpglite.app
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RPGLite using action-costs, a study on player learning, a taxonomy of game char-
acters and their complexity and an investigation of common mistakes. We then 
describe other uses for action-costs: to inform player rating systems and to educate 
players. Finally we discuss the impact of our work and its suitability to large, profes-
sionally-developed games.

In addition to the introduction of action-costs, our key contributions are: the 
development of a game setting which grants high confidence in the assessment of 
play and a study on player behaviour and aptitude in that setting.

2  RPGLite

2.1  The Game

The game that we use is an expansion of one of the same name that was created as 
a case study on game balancing (Kavanagh et al. 2019). RPGLite the game, is best 
described by its rules, mechanics and configuration.

Rules RPGLite is a two-player, turn-based game in which each player uses two 
characters from a pool of eight. Character selection occurs before a game begins 
without knowledge of opponent selection. Mirrored match-ups are possible where 
both players choose the same pair of characters. Each character has a unique action 
and three attributes: health, accuracy and damage. Some have additional attributes 
described by their action. On their turn, a player chooses the action of one of their 
alive characters (those with over 0 health) and targets an opposing alive character 
with their chosen action. That action will succeed or fail based on a dice roll of 
0–99 and the acting character’s accuracy value, if the roll is at least 100 minus the 
accuracy value then the action is successful. Players can choose to skip on their turn 
or to forfeit the game at any time. A coin is flipped to decide which player goes first 
and the winner is the player who is first to reduce both of their opposing characters 
health values to 0.

Mechanics The mechanics of RPGLite are encapsulated in the eight characters 
and their actions:

• Knight: targets a single opponent;
• Archer: targets up to two opponents;
• Healer: targets a single opponent and heals a damaged ally or themselves;
• Rogue: targets a single opponent and does additional damage to heavily damaged 

targets;
• Wizard: targets a single opponent and stuns them, preventing their action from 

being used on their subsequent turn;
• Barbarian: targets a single opponent and does additional damage when heavily 

damaged themselves;
• Monk: targets a single opponent and continues turn until a target is missed or a 

different action is chosen, and;
• Gunner: targets a single opponent, does some damage even on failed actions;
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The additional attributes needed to describe the characters fully are the heal value 
of the Healer, the heavily damaged value for the Rogue (the execute range), the 
heavily damaged value for the Barbarian (the rage threshold), the increased dam-
age value for the Barbarian (the rage damage) and the miss damage (graze) for 
the Gunner.

Configuration In total there are 29 attributes for the characters in RPGLite. A 
configuration for RPGLite is a set of values for each attribute. We used two sepa-
rate configurations, after collecting over 3000 games with the first, we stopped 
all games in progress and updated the game with the second. The health attribute 
is the amount of damage a character can sustain before no longer being usable, 
accuracy is the probability (as a percentage) that their actions will be successful 
and damage is the amount by which their actions reduce opponents health when 
successful. The configurations used are shown in Table 1. We tested the config-
urations to ensure they were sufficiently balanced before releasing them. When 
devising configurations we first ensured that no character had at least as much 
initial heath as another whilst at the same time having at least the same expected 
damage as them.

These attributes are the parameters we tune in an attempt to balance the game. 
The application was released with a configuration which we suspected of being 
balanced based on automated analysis. After a significant number of games were 
played, the application was updated with a new configuration (dubbed “season 
two”), with the aim of maintaining player interest. The new configuration had 
altered attributes for seven of the characters, for example the Healer’s health value 
decreased from 10 to 9 and their accuracy increased from 0.85 to 0.9. Only the Wiz-
ard remained the same between configurations.

Table 1  Configurations used for RPGLite

Character Attribute Initial Updated Character Attribute Initial Updated

Knight health 10 10 Wizard health 8 8
accuracy 60 80 accuracy 85 85
damage 4 3 damage 2 2

Healer health 10 9 Gunner health 8 8
accuracy 85 90 accuracy 75 70
damage 2 2 damage 4 4
heal 1 1 graze 1 1

Archer health 8 9 Monk health 7 7
accuracy 85 80 accuracy 80 75
damage 2 2 damage 1 1

Rogue health 8 8 Barbarian health 10 9
accuracy 75 70 accuracy 75 70
damage 3 3 damage 3 3
execute 5 5 rage damage 5 5

rage threshold 4 4
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2.2  The Application

A mobile application was the obvious platform for RPGLite so a lightweight appli-
cation of the same name was developed  (Wallis et  al. 2020). The design goals of 
the application were to encourage players to play competitively and to play a lot. 
The game is played by correspondence, when one player makes a move the other 
receives a notification and has 24 hours to make their move before their opponent 
can claim victory by default. In order ensure a high number of games were played, 
but that players remained invested, games are limited to 5 per user at a time and the 
application includes peripheral systems to incentivise play. These systems include a 
rating system, skill-points, which are weighted towards those who play more games 
and are shown on a leaderboard. Players can also earn medals, the requirements for 
which encourage playing many games or playing to win. e.g.:“Use the Knight 25 
times” or “Win 5 games in a row”.

The application was made available on the Android and iOS app stores. It was 
promoted by the developers via social media as well as directly to fellow research-
ers. Four months after the initial release there were 354 registered users and 8671 
completed games. Of the completed games, 6959 (80.25%) were completed suc-
cessfully (where neither player abandoned or forfeited the game), 3546 of which 
(50.96%) occurred in “Season Two” after the configuration was updated. Only the 
successfully completed games from either season are considered for analysis. The 
accounts of the developers of the application and players who completed fewer than 
5 games are also excluded from the analysis, leaving 134 users as the total partici-
pants (37.85% of registered users). Of the registered users 183 (51.69%) failed to 
complete a single game. In this paper we have omitted all usernames.

Game documents are stored in a database along with details of every move made, 
using the following notation: Players are allocated as either player 1 or player 2 and 
the character acting or being targetting is referred to by a capitalised initial. For 
example, the string “p1Kp2A_12” denotes to the action shown in Fig.  1 (right), 
or “player 1’s Knight targeted player 2’s Archer and rolled a 12”. Every action is 
accompanied by a single roll except when an Archer targets two opponents in which 
case there is a roll for each, e.g. “p2Ap1R_67p1A_56”, or when a player skips 
which requires no roll.

The dataset collected from the application is available freely online  (Kavanagh 
et  al. 2020), including documents for all completed games, all users and all key 
interactions with the application.

3  Action‑Costs

3.1  Methodology

Individual games of RPGLite can be modelled as a two-player stochastic game 
(Shapley 1953) where players have a nondeterministic choice of action followed 
by a probabilistic transition determining the outcome . Actions either hit or miss 
in all cases except when the Archer targets multiple opposing characters, in which 
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case hit_one and hit_other are also possible, or when a player skips their turn. The 
Prism-Games model checker (Kwiatkowska et al. 2018) can be used to analyse these 
models in the form of a stochastic multiplayer game (SMG). For an SMG, Prism-
Games can calculate the optimal value, the highest probability of reaching a subset 
of states that a player can obtain through their action decisions in a competitive set-
ting. The optimal value is the maximum probability that the player can achieve their 
goal when they are trying to maximise their chances of achieving their goal, whilst 
their opponents are trying to minimise the player’s chances of achieving this goal. 
This is also known as the minimax value. For RPGLite, the states in which a player 
has won are those where they have at least one character with over 0 health and their 
opponent does not. From this, we can obtain the optimal value for a player winning 
in any reachable state of the game.

States in RPGLite are encoded as a 19-tuple describing whose turn it is and the 
health values of either player’s 8 characters as well as which are stunned:

s = (turn, p1Knight, p1Archer, ..., p1_stun, p2Knight, p2Archer, ..., p2_stun)

Initial transitions involve a coin flip to set the turn and each player reducing the 
health of 6 of their 8 characters to 0, representing character selection. The stun 
values give the index of the character that is stunned. It is 0 when no character is 
stunned, 1 if the Knight is stunned, and so on. When calculating optimal values from 

Fig. 1  Screen captures from RPGLite running on a mobile phone, from left to right: The home screen 
showing the five game slots, an active game where the player must choose which character to use, the 
action result screen after a roll animation has concluded showing an unsuccessful action.
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each state we only consider player 1’s probability of reaching a winning state, this 
is sufficient because the game is symmetrical, any state player 2 can reach can be 
rewritten for player 1. When parsing actions for player 2 we rewrite the state and 
action as if for player 1, for the state this means setting turn to 1 and swapping the 9 
variables for player 1’s character state with those for player 2. We use Prism to gen-
erate state lookup tables giving the optimal probability of player 1 winning from any 
state. When generating the lookup tables we set the characters used by player 1 to 
each of the 28 pairs available and calculate the probabilities from each state reach-
able against any opposing material. Some examples from the Knight-Archer table 
are:

(1,8,4,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,6,0,0,0,0,0)=0.7454295392843602
(1,8,4,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,8,0,0,0,0,0)=0.4651701837999699

This tells us that when it is player 1’s turn and they have a Knight with 8 health, 
an Archer with 4, their opponent has a Wizard with 2, a Rogue with 6 and no char-
acter is stunned, player 1’s optimal probability of winning is 0.745, whereas if the 
opposing Rogue had 8 health, it would be only 0.465.

Prism can also be used to perform strategy synthesis  (Kwiatkowska 2016; 
Kavanagh et  al. 2019; Giaquinta et  al. 2018), detailing the optimal strategy for a 
player – the strategy which has the highest probability of winning against an oppo-
nent trying to minimise it. This gives a single action from every state which will 
maximise the player’s optimal probability of winning, but it does not evaluate the 
extent to which any other action is incorrect. It also fails to account for states where 
multiple actions are optimal. This will happen in RPGLite, especially frequently 
when a player uses the Rogue-Barbarian pair as these two characters share similar 
actions and attributes.

By combining the optimal values at every state with the actions available and the 
probability of each action’s success, we can generate a useful resource for play anal-
ysis, the action lookup table. Multiplying the probability of an action’s outcome and 
the optimal value for the player at each outcome gives the player’s optimal probabil-
ity of winning having chosen an action at a state, before the outcome is known. The 
action lookup tables list states and the probabilities associated with each available 
action from the state, rather than the single optimal value shown in the state lookup 
tables. We have generated 28 such tables, one for each character pair. The values for 
the Knight-Archer states shown above are:

1,8,4,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,6,0,0,0,0,0:
{skip:0.45563,K_W:0.49406,K_R:0.74543,A_W:0.49406,A_R:0.49671,A_WR:0.71668}

1,8,4,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,8,0,0,0,0,0:
{skip:0.22326,K_W:0.34959,K_R:0.43816,A_W:0.34959,A_R:0.40916,A_WR:0.46517}

The action with the highest value associated to it is the optimal action as it pro-
vides the highest optimal probability. Here we can see that when the opponent has 
6 health on their Rogue, the best action is to attack it with the Knight (K_R) rather 
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than attack both opposing characters with the Archer (A_WR), whereas when the 
opponent’s Rogue has 8 health the best action is to use the Archer. This example 
demonstrates the subtleties of the game – small changes in state lead to differing 
action viability. Note how the value associated with the optimal action is equal to the 
optimal probability at the state, as expected.

With the action lookup table we can calculate the cost of every action taken. 
This action-cost is calculated as the difference between the optimal probability for a 
player having chosen the move and the maximum optimal probability possible from 
all moves available at a state. In the example above, the cost of playing K_R when 
the opponent’s Rogue has 8 health is 0.46517 − 0.43816 = 0.02701 , the player has 
reduced their optimal probability by almost 3% by not playing A_WR.

The state and action lookup tables for both configurations are included in the 
RPGLite dataset (Kavanagh et al. 2020).

3.2  Considerations

The relative cost of a move is calculated by dividing the cost by the optimal proba-
bility. The relative cost of the example above is 0.02701 ÷ 0.46517 = 0.05806 . Rela-
tive cost is important to consider because it contextualises the costs with the game 
state. A reduction in probability from 0.4 to 0.1 is more significant than from 0.8 to 
0.5, cost does not reflect this, but relative cost does. We exclusively use relative cost 
in our analysis of RPGLite for this reason.

We found that a strong indicator of which player won a game was the number 
of high cost moves, rather than the cumulative cost. When analysing game data we 
consider these high-cost moves, and refer to them as mistakes. For example, we 
might classify a minor mistake to be a move with a cost of at least 0.1 and a major 
mistake to be a move with a cost of at least 0.25.

There are some game states where players are less likely to be motivated to win, 
the action-costs in these states should not be considered along with others. For 
example if a player is losing heavily and defeat is seemingly inevitable then they 
are likely to be less motivated to win. Similarly states where players have only a 
single action available to them (such as when players are forced to skip by a Wiz-
ard) should be discounted as the single action will be optimal so the cost will be 
0.0. Nothing can be learned by considering these actions. We refer to moves made 
in states where players are motivated to win as critical actions which we define as 
states where more than one action is available and the player’s optimal probability of 
winning is greater than 0.15.

4  Gameplay Analysis

4.1  Player Learning Over Time

We use action-costs in several ways to measure player learning—when examined 
over time they should show how player skill changes. We believe this gives a more 
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accurate measure of skill than matchmaking ranks  (Aung et al. 2018). As games are 
played, players will begin to see the affect of their actions (i.e. if they lead to success 
or failure) which should lead to their making better decisions. We hypothesised that 
as more games were played by players their average action-costs would decrease as 
they made fewer mistakes and those they did make would be less significant.

It is difficult to draw any conclusions from the action-costs of a player when con-
sidered as a whole. Action-costs for season 1 cannot be compared to those for sea-
son 2 as players reach different states in the two seasons, from which non-identical 
actions are available with different costs. Fig. 2 shows the relative costs of all actions 
taken by a single player from every critical state reached. Over 4000 actions are 
shown across both seasons. The data is sparse—the majority of actions taken were 
optimal, with a cost of 0.0. In total 73% of the player’s season 1 actions and 77.8% 
of their season 2 actions were optimal. There is no noticeable trend in the data of 
all actions or from taking averages throughout. There were more higher cost actions 
when the player first started playing which could show their initial learning, but 
this could also be down to the player’s material selection. The player used a Rogue-
Monk pair for the majority of season 1 after some initial exploration and continued 
to use them for their first 50 games of season 2, but did not use them afterwards. The 
effect of this can be seen in the figure as the dense clustering of > 0.0 and < 0.1 cost 
actions from action 300 in season 1 up to action 300 in season 2.

Having studied all costs for a single player it is clear that action-costs must be 
used with more context. The actions available to a player are dependent on the game 
state, which itself is a factor of the material chosen by both players. We use mistakes, 
as described in Sect. 3.2, to counteract this. To verify the soundness of this approach 
we must ensure the possibility of making mistakes is similar with all materials. We 

Fig. 2  (Above) the cost of all critical actions taken by a single user sorted chronologically by game end 
time. There are 1796 actions shown in season 1 with an average cost of 0.021 and 2363 in season 2 with 
an average cost of 0.033. (Below) the same data in 15 buckets for each season
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compared all possible actions for all possible pairs, some abridged results are given 
in Table 2 showing all pairs with a Knight. Across all pairs, the proportion of states 
from which a minor mistake is available ranges from 0.819 to 0.931 and for a major 
mistake it ranges from 0.216 to 0.413. The opportunities to make errors do not vary 
hugely between materials, which we believe allows for the use of mistakes at various 
thresholds as a unified measure across materials.

Fewer of our players exhibited a clear negative trend in average cost over time 
than we expected. To measure the rate of learning amongst the entire playerbase we 
considered the proportion of moves made in each game that were above a mistake 
threshold. Looking at a smaller number of games, the rate of learning is consist-
ent, players gradually improve and make fewer mistakes per game. As the number 
of games considered approaches 100 the rate of learning slows to the point where 
mistakes are made at the same rate game to game. What is surprising is that after 
around 150 games had been played, the rate of mistakes being made increased. 
Fig. 3 shows this analysis performed considering major mistakes. The same trends 
of steady initial learning, flattening around 80–100 games and then players getting 
worse after 150 games, is apparent when considering minor mistakes and average 
costs. It is important to note that the populations being considered are not the same, 
as shown by the figure we had data on 87 players who had played at least 25 games, 
but only 19 who had played at least 200 so the data is more sensitive. The popula-
tions overlap, all players to have played 50 games are included in the data for those 
who played 25 for example, so results should be consistent throughout all groups.

From Fig. 3 it appears that the second game is played worse than the first for all 
four levels of experience and other early games appear to be worse than expected. 
This may be a symptom of the way characters in RPGLite are unlocked. New play-
ers can only use the Knight, the Archer, the Rogue and the Healer. After having fin-
ished at least one game with all of them they unlock the Wizard, completing a game 
with the Wizard unlocks the Barbarian. The Monk and Gunner are unlocked in the 
same way. It takes a minimum of five games to unlock all of the characters and it 

Table 2  A snippet of material comparison for all pairs involving a Knight in season 2. 

Critical actions is the number of critical states reachable against any opposing pair. For each pair shown 
the number of critical actions is given along with the proportion of those actions from which a minor 
mistake ( > 0.1 ) and major mistake ( > 0.25 ) can be made and the average relative cost of the second best 
action from all of those states

Pair critical actions minor available major available avg. cost of 2nd best

KA 158648 0.849 0.291 0.08788
KW 144797 0.867 0.345 0.09070
KR 49695 0.866 0.331 0.10371
KH 215461 0.819 0.288 0.06013
KM 163431 0.904 0.244 0.04540
KB 72649 0.856 0.320 0.08824
KG 173258 0.875 0.318 0.08222
... ... ... ... ...
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was a conscious decision that the characters unlocked at the start of the game were 
the most simple to understand, with more complex characters coming later. Players 
are also likely to explore the characters in early games and then settle on preferred 
materials in later games. Of the 53 players who played over 50 games only 21 used 
every character more than 5 times.

The increase in the rate of major errors being made by experienced players was 
not expected. We expected learning to flatten out when players had solved the game 
and then errors would only be the result of carelessness, but the results clearly show 
a decline. One possible reason for this is players growing apathetic with the simple 
nature of the game and exploring once again. This does rather contradict anecdo-
tal evidence—many players claimed they were highly motivated by skill-points and 
the leaderboard—those who played the most were the ones competing for the top 
positions. Despite this decline in decision making, the average rate of major errors 
decreased in the final population of players when compared to those who played 100 
games, as it did every time the number of games considered increased.

The most precise method for appraising player learning is to consider actions 
made in states that the player has visited before. Unlike our other approaches 
to studying player learning, this approach does not need to account for material 
or game state. However, a drawback is that many repeated states are likely to be 
those at the beginning of a game, from which the optimal action is easier to iden-
tify. A simple heuristic for choosing which action to take is to choose the action 

Fig. 3  Proportion of moves which were a major mistake per game. Shown for the first n games played 
by all players to have played at least n games, with values for n of 25, 50, 100 and 200. A quadratic fit is 
included to indicate trends
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from which more value is expected to be gained in terms of damage done to an 
opponent or undone to the player’s own characters. The expected value is cal-
culated by multiplying the beneficial change (opponents damaged and allies 
healed) in a reachable state by the probability of reaching that state and sum-
ming the values over those states. Consider the first move in a Knight-Archer 
v Knight-Archer game in season 2: The Knight does 3 damage to one target and 
can hit or miss, whilst the Archer does 2 damage to two characters and can hit-
both, hit-one, hit-other or miss. Both characters have an accuracy of 80. The opti-
mal action is to use the Archer as you can expect to deal damage with a value  
of (0.82 × 4) + (0.8 × (1 − 0.8) × 2) + ((1 − 0.8) × 0.8 × 2) + ((1 − 0.8) × (1 − 0.8) × 0) = 3.2 
whereas with the Knight you can only expect (0.8 × 3) + (1 − 0.8 × 0) = 2.4 . Hav-
ing chosen to use the Archer your optimal value is 0.6464, i.e.: if you and your 
opponent play perfectly from hereon your probability of winning is 0.6464, had you 
chosen the Knight it would be 0.57446 or 0.5488 if you had targeted the opposing 
Archer or Knight respectively. Now consider the same match up where all characters 
have only 3 health remaining, the value you can expect from your actions remains 
the same, but you could reduce an opposing character to 0 preventing their actions 
from being used – how much is this worth? Using action-costs the additional value 
of reducing an opponent character to 0 health, thereby preventing them from act-
ing, can be calculated. In this state choosing “Archer attacks Knight, Archer” leads 
to an optimal value of 0.6494, “Knight attacks Archer” leads to 0.27649, but the 
optimal action of “Knight attacks Knight” leads to an optimal value of 0.74719. This 
decision is more complex due to the additional nuance of dealing with low-health 
characters. Knight Archer vs Knight Archer was played 644 times in season 2, all of 
which would have visited the first state, but there were no games which reached the 
state described above.

To determine if players improved we calculated the average change from every 
state that they visited multiple times. The results of this calculation being performed 
on the top 15 players in either season is shown in Figure 4. The average change in 
season 1 is −0.00046 and in season 2 is −0.00071 . The values are small because 
in the vast majority of states players played optimally every time, so there was no 

Fig. 4  The average change in cost for the top 15 players when considering only states visited multiple 
times. Bold lines represent the average in either season
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change. The results indicate that the top players got slightly better over time, on 
average, but there are several instances of players getting worse. Calculated for the 
top 75 players in either season, the averages are 0.00497 in season 1 (they got worse 
on average) and −0.00395 in season 2.

A notable finding from the costs in repeated states was the extent of player obsti-
nacy. Many players made an error the first time they visited a state and then repeated 
the error on every future visit. Of the 20 players who played the most games, 18 
repeated errors they made when visiting states for the first time in every subsequent 
visit more often than ever choosing another action. One player visited 159 states 
multiple times in which their initial move was a mistake, from 139 of those states 
they made the same incorrect move every time.

There are a limited number of states that players visit multiple times. Many of 
these are inconsequential in that they are solved at the player’s first visit. The states 
which are typically more complex are rarely seen. Too few games were played for us 
to achieve very accurate results by just considering states visited multiple times. We 
broadened the criteria from states that a player has seen multiple times to material 
they choose frequently. We expanded on this too, to consider matchups (the com-
bination of characters used by both the player and their opponent) that they play 
repeatedly.

Many players only used a limited subset of the available material, sometimes 
choosing to play with the same pair of characters to every time. We considered the 
change in their average cost over time within those material choices, suspecting that 
players who restrict themselves to only some of the pairs will get better at using 
those pairs, selecting lower cost actions. To study pair-wise learning we consider 
each season separately, disregarding players who played fewer than 10 games, and 
find the average trend in mean cost per game using each pair played at least 5 times. 
Our results are shown in Figure 5 (top). In both seasons the numbers of players who 
improved and players who got worse are similar, 38 out of 70 in season 1 and 30 out 
of 55 in season 2. The average across all players when weighted by games played in 
both seasons is between 0 and −0.00001 which we consider to be insignificant.

Fig. 5  Learning within pairs played and matchups experienced. Values below 0.0 denote a player that got 
better with experience, values above denote a player that got worse. Individual results have been sorted 
into ascending order
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Figure 5 (bottom) shows results for analysis considering matchups players expe-
rienced at least 3 times in a season. The results are similar to the pair-wise analysis, 
33 out of 59 players improved in season 1 and 27 out of 42 improved in season 
2. The average learning restricted to matchups when weighted by games played is 
−0.00124 in season 1 and −0.00104 in season 2. Players did get slightly better with 
experience on average. However, several players got worse in both seasons when 
considering matchups.

Another indicator we looked at for the rate of learning was the point in a sequence 
of similar games at which players played worst. Following on from the pair-wise and 
matchup-wise analysis, we looked at every player with over 20 games in a season 
and calculated the average position in a sequence of at least 10 games played by 
the same pair or at least 5 featuring the same matchup in which the player made 
the highest average cost per move. We expected that the players’ worst game would 
come early in these sequences. Of 137 sequences of games played by a player using 
the same pair in season 1, the average sequence was 31 games long, the worst game 
coming on average at the 14th position. Of 115 sequences in season 2 the average 
length was 9 and the worst game was the 4th. Similarly for sequences of matchups, 
of 196 in season 1, the average length was 39 and worst game was the 19th and of 
241 in season 2, the average length was 12 and the worst was the 5th. All of these 
worst games came at a point between 40 and 50% of the length of the sequence. 
If significant learning was taking place one would expect the worst game to come 
much earlier in the sequence of similar games.

Having used costs in the analysis of player learning we can show that over half 
of all RPGLite players did improve over time, but several did not. We hypothesised 
that owing to RPGLite’s simplicity some players would essentially solve the game 
leading to them incurring minimal costs on actions across several games, which was 
not the case. Costs are a good measure for analysing player skill. However in order 
to track learning the various actions and states available have to be accounted for. 
Costs can also show surprising patterns in player learning, as illustrated by the even-
tual drop-off in success we identified amongst keen players.

4.2  Material Comparison

When designing RPGLite’s characters we wanted to ensure each was unique. The 
Knight is the basic framework that the others are built upon, intended to be simple. 
The Gunner and Healer are similar in that they are consistent throughout a game. 
The Wizard, Rogue and Barbarian all get stronger as the game proceeds: the Wizard 
can repeatedly stun a single target stopping a player from acting if they already have 
a character at 0 health and the others get more effective at lower health values. The 
Monk and Archer are often better early on when a character cannot be reduced to 0 
in a single hit. Some characters combine especially well. The Rogue-Monk pair is 
particularly effective because the Monk can reduce characters to 5 hit-points, setting 
the Rogue up to execute them, all in a single turn. This combination was identified 
by many players in Season 1, being played 1046 times compared to the second most 
popular pair Wizard-Gunner which was played 624 times.
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Gameplay analysis to consider game balance often consists of pick-rate, win-rate 
calculations which consider lone material units. Using action-costs we can improve 
on this to get more information on how the characters are played and suggest which 
are confusing to players. In Fig. 6 we present a pick-rate, win-rate graph that illus-
trates how well the characters were played. In season 1 for example the Wizard was 
the worst played character, whilst the Monk was the best played. This additional 
information can be used by developers to make better judgements on the state of 
game balance. The Archer in season 1 was the least successful and least popular 
character. One possible reason for this could be that players were not good at using 
the Archer effectively. However knowing that the average cost of Archer actions was 
among the lowest of all characters suggests this is not the case. For season 2 we 
improved the Archer’s attributes (increasing their health from 8 to 9 and slightly 
reducing their accuracy from 85 to 80) on the basis that it was not the fault of the 
players that the Archer was under-performing. We made a similar decision in reverse 
for the Monk, observing that players were making very few errors whilst winning 
consistently. These characters saw the most significant shift in popularity and suc-
cess between seasons, even though five others were also modified. There was a 
general decrease in costs between seasons, which is to be expected as the majority 
of second season players were experienced – having played in the first season. We 
assumed that the Wizard would see a reduction in average cost, but it remained con-
stant between seasons as did the Wizard pick and win rates (Fig. 7).

Developers of games where players or teams use sets of material rather than indi-
vidual units often cannot easily weigh up the pros and cons of each of those sets 
because there are too many of them. RPGLite was designed with this analysis in 
mind, having a set size of only 2—the pairs that players select. This is small enough 
to allow for pairwise analysis, in addition to the material units themselves. The anal-
ysis of the full sets players use is a better source of data on the state of the game 
than analysis of individual units, but those sets cannot be changed directly to try and 
improve the game, instead the individual units can be adjusted, which affects all sets 
in which they are included. This is a significant factor in the difficulty of balancing 
games where material sets are used.

Fig. 6  Character popularity, usage and complexity in both seasons
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The measures which can be taken from RPGLite data relating to the pairs being 
played is different to that relating to characters alone. Whereas with characters we 
can calculate the average cost of every move made using those characters, we can’t 
do the same for pairs as actions have a single acting character. Instead the average 
total cost of moves made in a single game by a player with each pair is used. E.g.: 
Players using the Wizard-Barbarian pair in season 1 made moves that reduced their 
optimal probability of winning by 18% in total, on average.

Exhaustive evaluation of the state of RPGLite’s balance is beyond the scope of 
this paper. However, there are some notable observations from the cost data in rela-
tion to the popularity and success of RPGLite material. There is no clear correlation 
between the costs of using material and their success, although it appears that the 
most played pairs have a lower average cost. In season 1 the Archer-Gunner pair was 
played well as shown by the very low average cost per game, but it was among the 
least successful with a very low win rate of 30%. This is a clear indicator that the 
AG pair in season 1 is not an effective one, but is not enough evidence on its own 
to suggest changing either character. After all, the Archer-Barbarian and Barbarian-
Gunner pairs are among the most successful with success rates over 55%. These 
discrepancies in the viability of sets made up of similar material units is a desirable 
feature of games as it suggests that some materials complement others, enhancing 
their viability. This implies that a deeper system of relationships between the materi-
als exists and is one that players will need to comprehend to be successful. Without 
costs we could not be as confident in our assessment of the strengths of the various 
material in RPGLite.

4.3  Common Mistakes

Being able to find the states where players are making mistakes is beneficial to 
understanding how players interpret the game and where design is not as intuitive as 
it could be. It is also interesting to see the positions from which players frequently 
fail to play optimally.

Fig. 7  Pair popularity, usage and complexity in both seasons. Names are abbreviated so KA refers to a 
Knight-Archer pair. Obscured in season 2 is the pair with the highest average cost, Wizard-Healer
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The ‘skip’ feature of RPGLite was implemented to allow the model to navigate 
from states where one player had a single stunned character alive. In pre-release test-
ing feedback we were asked why skipping wasn’t automated as there was no situa-
tion where a player would want to skip if they could take a character action. This is 
false however, there are states from which skipping is preferable to character actions. 
In season 1, the two states visited at least 5 times with the highest average cost per 
move were when only the Barbarian was alive for either player, one with 10 health 
and the other with 7. Because the Barbarian does 5 damage when at 4 health or less 
and 3 otherwise, if you cannot win in 2 successful actions when above 4 health then 
it is preferable to wait until your opponent has hit you so that you can. When at 7 
health with an opponent at 10 your optimal probability of winning if you skip is 
0.64624 and is 0.39296 if you attack. In the reversed state the values are 0.60704 if 
you skip and 0.37376 if you attack. No players skipped in these states even though 
they were visited 64 times.

A more detailed example from season 1 that shows the complexity of calculat-
ing optimal actions when considering the Barbarian’s rage damage is shown in 6 
consecutive states detailed in Table 3. Here a Rogue–Monk player is acting against 
a Barbarian–Monk player and as the health of the opponent’s Monk decreases, the 
optimal action changes both in terms of the acting character and the target. The state 
where the opponent’s Monk has 10 health was visited 11 times in season 1 and the 
average cost of all of those moves was 0.14213, the third highest of any state visited 
more than 5 times.

Action costs trivialises identifying poor decision making from the players. Here 
we have also used them to highlight interesting optimal actions by looking at states 
at which players slipped up often. This gives a better understanding of the math-
ematics underlying RPGLite.

5  Uses Beyond Analysis

5.1  Cost as a Ranking System

RPGLite has its own ranking system in the form of skill-points. Skill-points were 
designed to favour players who played more games—far more points are gained by 

Table 3  Moves from selected states in season 1 in an RM-BM matchup.

Bold values represents the optimal action to take at each state

p1R p1M p2B p2M p1Rp2M p1Rp2B p1Mp2M p1Mp2B p1_skip

8 3 5 10 0.36852 0.39352 0.52907 0.59575 0.26209
8 3 5 9 0.39041 0.4198 0.59999 0.67917 0.28295
8 3 5 8 0.77822 0.6146 0.72196 0.68947 0.49653
8 3 5 7 0.68002 0.53595 0.67947 0.73771 0.43733
8 3 5 6 0.69415 0.56233 0.74548 0.8128 0.46542
8 3 5 5 0.89965 0.76788 0.85306 0.79683 0.65396
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winning (35–45) than are lost by losing (5–15) and it is not possible to fall below 
multiples of 100 unless repeated games are forfeited. This system was not designed 
to be an accurate measure of player skill, rather an incentive for players to play more 
games to climb up the leaderboard. When developing RPGLite we included logic to 
keep a record of the Elo ranking of all players, but we did not make this value visible 
to players and intended to use it solely for analysis. To our surprise Elo proved to 
be a poor indicator of success. This is likely because the skill ceiling is far lower in 
RPGLite than it is in Chess, the game for which Elo was devised. In fact Elo proved 
to be less effective than even the skill-points ranking when compared to player win 
ratios.

To create a better system for ranking players we implemented a simple procedure 
in which we calculated the average cost that each player’s actions deviated from the 
mean cost of all players at that state. This compensates for the various costs avail-
able at different states and the use of different materials. We call this cost deviance 
per move and would expect a player with a lower cost deviance per move to be a 
higher-skilled player than one with a higher cost deviance. Clearly the average cost 
deviance per move is 0.0, denoting a player who made an average cost action at 
every state. For simplicity, any player with a negative cost deviance can be consid-
ered good—they have understood the game better than most—and any player with a 
positive cost deviance can be considered bad.

When comparing the three ranking systems and their relation to a player’s win 
ratio, as in Figure 8, the effectiveness of cost as a ranking system is clear to see. 
Elo seems to have minimal relevance as a predictor of player success, whereas skill-
points appears to be a good predictor, although that may be confounded by experi-
enced players typically having higher skill-points.

5.2  Cost as a Teaching Tool

Games increasingly allow players to analyse their own performance after having 
played. This takes several forms, detailed statistics shown on profile pages, video 
replays of games played and League of Legends gives letter-grades for player per-
formance (Novak et  al. 2019). These systems incentivise and support high-level 
competitive play, a motivation that is regularly desired by game developers. Auto-
mated analysis that can grade player performance is expensive and often the calcula-
tions are kept secret to prevent players from gaming the system. With the costs from 
RPGLite it would have been very easy to implement a similar system.

As RPGLite was designed in part to study player behaviour and learning, we did 
not want to condition our players or steer them in any particular direction. Were 
this not the case RPGLite games could have ended with an analysis screen showing 
players all moves made by them and their opponent, detailing the cost of each move 
and, where the optimal move wasn’t played, what action they should have taken. 
As professional gaming continues to rise in prominence, the demand for automated 
analysis will increase (Taylor 2020). Techniques similar to calculating and sharing 
action-costs are a good way of providing these tools to players, showing where mis-
takes were made and what improvements could have been made.
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6  Discussion and Conclusion

Action-costs can be used to track moment-to-moment decision making in intri-
cate detail for all RPGLite players and opens up many avenues for studying how 
the game is played. They show us that despite the game’s lack of complexity there 
were no players who played perfectly. Our research on action-costs in the areas 
of game development and gameplay analysis is early work. These ideas could be 
expanded upon to learn more about how games are played and how better games can 
be developed.

6.1  Limitations

The findings from this paper are based on logged data from a single game. The iden-
tity of the players was kept anonymous which precluded any player profiling to sepa-
rate those with prior experience of similar games. This experience would have likely 
affected initial skill and the rate of learning. Owing to how the game was advertised 
it is likely that the majority of the players were science and engineering postgradu-
ate research students or had signed up to games research newsletters. This may have 
affected the way the game was played.

Fig. 8  Comparison of three ranking systems against the win ratios of all players with over 20 games 
played. Linear fit indicates correlation
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It is difficult to calculate the optimal values which inform action-costs and a 
series of compromises were made in the design of RPGLite to ease this. A com-
ment we received in the early testing of the mobile application was “having a 2 card 
deck makes it too heavily weighted towards luck over strategical use of your troop’s 
attacks/abilities.” This comment is valid in that roll results and winning the coin-flip 
to go first are some of the most important factors for success in RPGLite, arguably 
more so than it would be in an equivalent, professionally-developed game.

RPGLite is an expansion on a case-study with only 3 characters. Ideally the teams 
would be triples, not pairs, but this lead to too great an increase in the processing 
required. For a candidate configuration of RPGLite such as the two used in the 
mobile app, we can calculate action-costs from all reachable states in around fifteen 
minutes using a standard desktop PC with 16GB of RAM. The character actions 
were also limited, common effects from other games such as damage on subsequent 
rounds or temporarily affecting the attributes of targets (e.g. lowering accuracy for 
n round) were discounted to limit state explosion (an increase in the size of tuples 
describing states and a subsequent exponential blow-up in the number of possible 
states). The health values of characters were kept low, although increasing them 
would have had little impact on the analysis. Decisions tend to be more impactful 
later in games so an increase in health values would have resulted in longer games, 
possibly reducing the size of the dataset we were able to collect. A more simple 
game makes the analysis of player behaviour more straightforward as we can better 
understand the mistakes made and misconceptions of the players. This likely differs 
from the design philosophy of games not created for research purposes.

Action-costs in asymmetric games such as RPGLite must be contextualised. 
Game material which significantly differs in what it allows the player to do is a 
design aim of many games, but this leads to differing actions and thereby differing 
action-costs being available to the players. Comparison between actions made using 
different materials is not always indicative of player skill. We have looked at ways 
of minimising the effect of this through limiting the compared actions to identical 
states or to similar material and through the use of mistake thresholds.

The use of action-costs as a measure for player skill is predicated on players being 
motivated to win. We are not professional game developers nor psychologists and 
only implemented measures which we believed would promote competitive play as 
well as explicitly describing the purpose of the application and how playing to win 
was required in greeting messages on the app itself. Some of our results suggested 
that players began to deviate from this behaviour after a large number of games as 
their action-costs increased. There is no reason to suggest that this lackadaisical 
quality to play would not be common in larger games.

6.2  Feasibility at Scale

It would be possible for action-costs to be calculated for larger and more complex 
games, however a more realistic objective for the immediate future may be for alter-
native values to be used rather than the minimax values, which require automated 
analysis of the entire state space. For example, historical data of a player or team’s 
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success from a given position could be used to estimate their probability of win-
ning from that position. These values could be used in a similar way to how we 
use optimal values in our action-cost calculations. Another method for tackling the 
state space of more complex games would be to use abstraction (Johanson et  al. 
2013; Sandholm 2015) where some precision would be traded for more simple state 
descriptions, or the exploitation of symmetry to avoid searching redundant parts of 
the state-space, a technique commonly used in model checking (Miller and Calder 
2006; Donaldson et al. 2009). Alternatively only specific scenarios could be consid-
ered to gain insight into problem areas of a game’s design, limiting the amount of 
computation required.

Action-cost analysis is particularly suited to simple turn-based games, which 
have long been popular. There is already a significant amount of research into turn-
based board games and card games which can support further work in the area. The 
relative success of RPGLite in terms of the number of players and games recorded 
shows the viability of games which can be analysed in this way as games which 
players want to play. As automated processing capabilities increase, the limit on the 
complexity of games which are enjoyable for humans to play remains constant.
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